
 

 

           Author’s Point of View 
 
 

Subject areas | ELA, History/Social Studies 

 

Grade level | 6-8 

 

Time | One class period plus optional extensions   

 

Lesson Objective | To identify the author’s point-of-view in a complex text by examining purpose, 

content, and language use. Use close reading to understand King’s three main arguments defending his work 
in Birmingham.  

Common Core Standards 
 

Anchor Reading Standard 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.6 
Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a text. 
 
History/Social Studies Grades 6-8 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.6 
Identify aspects of a text that reveal an author's point of view or purpose (e.g., loaded language, 
inclusion or avoidance of particular facts). 

 

Overview | This lesson takes advantage of Read Ahead AI to model close reading King’s “Letter from a 

Birmingham Jail.” The presentation shows emphasis words that students should focus on when determining 
King’s point of view in laying out his three main arguments. In this way, it simulates the activity of close 
reading. The teacher acts as a guide, helping students to make connections between the emphasis 
words/phrases and King’s point of view. Students will read the first four paragraphs of King’s “Letter from a 
Birmingham Jail” using the Read Ahead AI presentation provided. Then they will discuss the three main 
arguments that King makes defending his presence and actions in Birmingham.  
 

Preparation 

• Ensure that all students have access to the Read Ahead AI presentation and are able to silently read 
the presentation on a device/computer. Also, the teacher should be able to display the Read Ahead AI 
presentation.  

• The teacher will provide a print or digital version of the Author’s point of view worksheet for Martin 
Luther King’s “Letter from a Birmingham Jail.” 

  

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/CCRA/R/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/6/
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Lesson Step by Step 
 

1. Students individually read the first four paragraphs of King’s “Letter from a Birmingham Jail” using the 
Read Ahead AI presentation. Emphasize that the first time is just to read through using Read Ahead AI, 
and that they may not understand every word, and that is fine. Time spent reading the presentations 
will be recorded in their reading log. 

2. Lead the students through the first four paragraphs again by displaying the Read Ahead AI 
presentation. (This is the second read-through and we hope students will get more the second time). 

3. The big questions that we want to answer with this closer reading are:  
• What three arguments does King make in the first four paragraphs?  
• How is the evidence that supports each one different?  

• How does the language he uses reveal his point of view on non-violent direct action? 
• Notes: In paragraph two King makes a legal argument (he was an outsider, but was invited to 

Birmingham through his organizational connections). In paragraph three he makes a 
biblical/historical argument (He is following in a long line of preachers who are called to fight 
injustice). In paragraph four he makes a moral argument for the interconnectedness of all 
people. For the first and second argument he offers evidence in the paragraph, but he does not 
offer evidence—only assertions—for his third argument. However, the rest of the little 
develops this idea of interconnectedness.  

4. Option 1 Teacher-led close reading: Using the handout, the teacher leads students through a close 
reading of the paragraphs, asking guiding questions along the way. 
 
Option 2 Group-led close reading: Divide the class into four groups. Assign each group a paragraph and 
give them the handout. Ask students to answer the questions in the groups. Each group can then 
present their findings to the class. 

Extensions/Adaptations 
 

• Students read the rest of “Letter from a Birmingham Jail” using Read Ahead AI at home. Time spent 
reading the presentations will be recorded in their reading log.  

• Students select their own emphasis words that reveal the author’s point of view, extending the work 
done in class. All users will need to be logged into Read Ahead AI in order to copy the presentation into 
their personal library and use for this assignment. 

 
 
 
 

https://readahead.fulltiltahead.com/readahead.php?66ed288904c24d1a8a55b4ba50fb7f75
https://rise.articulate.com/share/zwn70NVPybkUgZqseqorYRucobyCDjpY#/lessons/Iut3_TNPvBl_Y3-vI1ppmpuW7AmSWOV3
https://readahead.fulltiltahead.com/readahead.php?4310d215cae3035389c887e4b35eeaf3
https://rise.articulate.com/share/zwn70NVPybkUgZqseqorYRucobyCDjpY#/lessons/Iut3_TNPvBl_Y3-vI1ppmpuW7AmSWOV3
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